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The just-in-time concept decrees not to accept ordered goods before their due dates in order to
avoid inventory cost. This bounces the inventory cost back to the manufacturer: products that are
completed before their due dates have to be stored. Reducing this type of storage cost by preclusion of early completion conflicts with the traditional policy of keeping work-in-process inventories
down. This paper addresses a single-machine scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing
total inventory cost, comprising cost associated with work-in-process inventories and storage cost
as a result of early completion. The cost components are measured by the sum of the job completion times and the sum of the job earlinesses. This problem differs from more traditional scheduling
problems, since the insertion of machine idle time may reduce total cost. The search for an optimal
schedule, however, can be limited to the set of job sequences, since for any sequence there is a
clear-cut way to insert machine idle time in order to minimize total inventory cost. We apply
branch-and-bound to identify an optimal schedule. We present five approaches for lower bound
calculation, based upon relaxation of the objective function, of the state space, and upon Lagrangian relaxation.
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1. Introduction
The just-in-time concept has affected the attitude towards inventories significantly. In order to keep
inventories down, there is a reluctance to accept ordered goods prior to their due dates. This implies
that manufacturers have to store early completed goods before they can be shipped to their destinations. This has added a relatively new aspect to machine scheduling theory: the preclusion of earliness. In principle, earliness can be avoided by allowing machine idle time, thereby deferring jobs.
Machine idleness, however, runs counter to the natural instinct to minimize work-in-process inventories, to maximize machine utilization, and to observe due dates.
Within this context, we address the following situation. A set J= {J 1, ... ,J11} of n independentjobs
has to be scheduled on a single machine, which is continuously available from time zero onwards. The
machine can handle at most one job at a time. Job lj (j = 1, ... , n) requires a positive integral uninterrupted processing time Pj and should ideally be completed exactly on its due date dj . A schedule
specifies for eachjob lj a completion time Cj such that the jobs do not overlap in their execution. The
order in which the machine processes the jobs is cC\lled the job sequence. For a given schedule, the earliness of lj is defined as Ej=max{O, drCj } and its tardiness as Tj=max{O, Crdj }. In addition, we
define maximum earliness as E max =maxl:S;j:S;n Ej and maximum tardiness as T max =maxl:S;j:s;n Tj .
Accordingly,Jj is called early,just-in-time, or tardy if Cj < dj , Cj=dj , or Cj > dj , respectively.
In this paper, we follow the terminology of Graham, Lawler, Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan (1979) to
classify scheduling problems. Deterministic scheduling problems are classified according to a threefield notation a I ~ Iy, where a specifies the machine environment, ~ the job characteristics, and y the
objective function. For instance, a= 1 refers to a single machine, ~ = pmtn signifies that the jobs may
be preempted, that is, the processing of ajob may be interrupted and resumed later, and y= r£j means
that the objective is to minimize the sum ofthe job completion times. Since earliness is nonincreasing
in the job completion times, it may generally be advantageous to permit machine idle time. The inclusion ofthe acronym nmit in the second field signifies that no machine idle time is allowed.
Three types of single-machine scheduling problems involving job earliness have been considered
in the literature. The best-known is the minimization of E max' If machine idle time is not allowed, then
the problem is solved by scheduling the jobs in nondecreasing order of drPj; this is known as the
minimum slack time order. Ifmachine idle time is permitted, then the problem is trivial: for any given
sequence, we defer the jobs until all are just-in-time or tardy. This approach also applies to 111 rEj,
but, sutprisingly, 11 nmit I rEj is ~-hard in the ordinary sense (Du and Leung, 1990). The third problem is to maximize "LwjEj, where Wj is the weight ofjob lj, denoted as 11 1-"LwjEj ; this problem is
solvable in pseudopolynomial time by an algorithm due to Lawler and Moore (1969).
The combination of earliness with another performance measure, reflecting other considerations,
takes us into the arena of bicriteria scheduling. The state of the art, as far as a measure of earliness is
concerned, is as follows. For the 11 pmtn, nmit I a"LCj + ~E max problem, Hoogeveen and Vande
Velde (1990) present an algorithm that runs in 0 (n 4 ) time. They show that the same algorithm also
solves 111 ar£j+~Emax in case a~~. Hoogeveen (1990) presents algorithms that solve
111 aE max +~T max and 11 nmit IF(Emax,Tmax) in o (n 2Iogn) and O(n 2 ) time; Fis here an arbitrary
nondecreasing function of E max and T max' For the 11 nmit l"L(ajEj+~Tj) problem, Ow and Morton
(1989) propose a local search method to generate approximate solutions. A voluminous part of
research is concerned with common due date scheduling. Here, we have dj =d (j =1, ... ,n); the
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objective is to minimize some function of earliness and tardiness. A survey ofproblems, algorithms,
and computational complexity is provided by Baker and Scudder (1990).
In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing total inventory cost, which is supposed to
comprise two components: cost due to work-in-process inventory and storage cost as a result of early
completions. These components are assumed to depend linearly on the sum ofjob completion times
and the sum ofjob earliness. If we let <X and ~ denote the cost per unit time for work-in-process inventory and storage of finished product, respectively, then the total inventory cost for a given schedule a
is

!

(a) =<X

n

n

j=l

j=l

L Cj+~ LEj .

Without loss of generality, we assume <X and ~ to be integral, positive, and relatively prime. Since we
have by definition that Ej = Tj - Cj + dj for j = 1, ... ,n, the objective function can alternatively be
written as
(<X-~)

n

n

j=l

j=l

L Cj + ~ L (Tj +dj ).

If <X ~ ~, then this a regular objective function, and hence there is an optimal schedule without machine
idle time. The case <X ~ reduces to 1 I I L Tj , which is ~-hard in the ordinary sense (Du and Leung,

=

1990). Garey, Tarjan, and Wilfong (1988) prove that the case <X < ~ is ~-hard, too. We note that the
case ~ > n<X reduces to 11 rj I LCj , which is also ~-hard in the strong sense (Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan,
and Brucker, 1977).
We address the case ~ ~ <X, in which the insertion of machine idle time may be advantageous. Our
pUlpose is to find a feasible schedule a that minimizes! (a). This problem was introduced by Fry and
Keong Leong (1987a), who formulate it as an integer linear program. They used a standard code to
find an optimal schedule. Not surprisingly, the proposed method solves problems up to 12jobs only.
The search for an optimal schedule, however, can be reduced to a search over the n! different job
sequences, as there is a clear-cut method to insert machine idle time to minimize total cost for a given
sequence. This method, which requires 0 (n 2 ) time, is described in Section 2.
The freedom to leave the machine idle singles out our problem from most concurrent research on
scheduling problems with earliness penalties. To our knowledge, this is the first paper that presents a
branch-and-bound algorithm for a single-machine scheduling problem with a nonregular objective
function, where insertion of machine idle time is allowed. Machine idle time affects the design of a
branch-and-bound algorithm significantly. In Section 3, we discuss some components of the algorithm such as the upper bound, the branching rule, the search strategy, and the dominance rules. Lower
bounds are presented in Section 4. The range of the due dates in proportion to the processing times
mainly dictates when the first job is started and how much machine idle time is inserted between the
execution of the jobs. To cope with the variety of due date patterns, we propose five approaches for
lower bound computation. Each ofthese methods seems to be suitable for a certain class of instances.
Some computational results are reported in Section 5; conclusions are presented in Section 6.
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2. The insertion ofidle time for a given sequence
The search for an optimal schedule can be reduced to a search over the n ! different job sequences, as
there is a clear-cut procedure to insert machine idle time so as to minimize total cost for a given
sequence.
This procedure, however, is not new. Similar methods have been presented (cf. Baker and Scudder,
1990), including the ones proposed by Fry and Keong Leong (1987b) for the 111 ~<xCj+~Ej+yTj)
problem and by Garey, Tarjan, and Wilfong (1988) for the 11 I~Ej + Tj) problem. This is not surprising: as we have already noted, Tj = Cj + E j - dj for all j; for specific choices for <X and ~' our problem is
equivalent with theirs.
Suppose that the scheduling order is 0= (J1I , • _.,J 1)' Accordingly, Cj=I:Z==jPk is the earliestpossible completion time ofJj in this sequence. We introduce a vector X=(Xl' ,x1I ) ofvariables, withxj
(j = 1, . __ , n) denoting the amount ~ idle time immediately before the execution of Jj' The actual
completion time of Jj is then Cj = Cj + I:Z==jXk. The problem of minimizing inventory cost for the
givenjob sequence is then equivalent to determining values Xj (j = 1, , n) that minimize
11

_

11

11

_

11

<XL(Cj + LXk)+~Lmax(O, drCrLxk)
j~

k~

j~

k~

subject to
Xj~O,

forj= 1, .. _,no

By the introduction of auxiliary variables Ej denoting the earliness of Jj (j = 1, ... ,n), we can easily
transform this problem into a linear programming problem. We know therefore that the optimum is
attained in a vertex of the unspecified LP polytope. In addition, we know that the optimal Xj are
integral, since the due dates, the processing times, <x, and ~ are integral. A necessary condition for x to
be optimal is that all existing primitive directional derivatives at x are non-negative. 11Ie primitive
directional deratives are equal to the change of the scheduling cost if Xj is increased by one unit, and
the change of the scheduling cost if Xj is decreased by one unit, for j = 1, _.. ,n. The increase of Xj by
one unit only affects J j and the jobs succeeding Jj up to the first period of machine idle time after Jj_
We call these jobs the immediate successors of Jj' Let Qj denote the set containing Jj and its immediate successors, let nj be the number of early jobs in Qj, and let gj be the primitive directional derivative forincreasingxj' We have then that gj =<X IQj I -~nj. Recall thateachJj is ideally completed on
its due date dj.
Using the above observations, we develop an inductive procedure for finding an optimal schedule
for 0. This procedure finds an optimal schedule for the subsequence (JI , __ -,J 1), given an optimal
schedule for the subsequence (11-1 , __ . ,J 1)' for l = 2, ... , n. The first step is to find out whether putting
CI=dl is feasible; ifso, then we have an optimal schedule for (11"",J 1)' Suppose CI=d1 is not feasible, becauseJI overlaps with some otherjob. We then tentatively put CI = CI - 1-PI-lt and compute the
optimal deferral of the jobs in QI, disregarding the jobs not in QI_ The optimal deferral, denoted by
is dictated by the first point where gl becomes non-negative. This deferral is feasible if ais no larger
than the length ofthe period of idle time immediately after the lastjob in QI; let this length be amax- If
a::;; amax, then we get an optimal schedule for (11, .. _,J 1) by deferring the jobs in QI by a. If a> amax'
then we defer the jobs in QI by amax- At this point, we repeat the process for J I : we update QI, and
evaluate if additional deferral of the jobs in QI is advantageous. We now give a step-wise description
ofthe idle time insertion algorithm.

a,
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Idle time insertion algorithm
Step O. C I ~ d I; 1~ 2.
Step 1. If 1=n+l, go to Step 9.
Step 2. Put CI ~min{dl,CI_I-PI_I}' IfCI =dl , then go to Step 8.
Step 3. Detennine QI and evaluate gl. If gl ~ 0, then go to Step 8.
Step 4. ComputeEj foreachjobljE QI'
Step 5. Compute Omax' Le., the length ofthe period ofidle time immediately after the lastjob in QI'
Step 6. Let a ~ L(I QI I )<Xl~ ,and k ~ I QI l-a. Detennine the kth smallest value of the earlinesses of
the jobs in QI; this value is denoted as E [k j. If the jobs in QI are deferred by ~ = E [k j, then at most a jobs
in QI remain early; due to the choice of a, gl then becomes non-negative.
Step 7. Deferthe jobs inQI by L\=min{ ~,Omax}' If~> Omax' then go to Step 3.
Step 8. 1~ 1+1; go to Step 1.
Step 9. An optimal schedule for the sequence (In' ... ,1 I) has been detennined.
Theorem 1. The idle time insertion algorithm generates an optimal schedulefor a given sequence.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. The algorithm clearly produces the optimal schedule in case
of a single job. Suppose that we want to find an optimal schedule for the sequence (flo ... ,J I), having
an optimal schedule for the sequence (11-1,' .. ,J I) available. There are two cases to consider. First,
suppose dl ~ CI - 1-Pl-l; in this case, we let CI =dl , and retain the completion times of the other jobs;
this specifies an optimal schedule for the sequence (JIo"',J 1)' Suppose now dl > CI-PI: for this case,
deferring 11- 1 and thereby its immediate successors, Le., the jobs contained in the set QI-1, may be
advantageous. We can compute the cost of deferring QI-1 by one unit; the benefit of deferring II by
one unit is equal to ~. If the cost is higher than or equal to the benefit, then we put Cl =CI - 1-PI-1o
and we have an optimal schedule for (II, ... ,J 1); otherwise, we defer the jobs in QI-1 by one unit, and
evaluate whether additional deferral is advantageous. The idle time insertion algorithm shortcuts this
procedure by computing the break-even point, that is, the point where additional deferral is not advantageous. 0
Consider the example for which the data are given in Table 1. Let a= 1 and ~=4. We construct the
optimal schedule for the sequence (13,] 2,] 1)' First, we put C 1 =d 1= 15. Next, we let C2 =d 2 = 10, as
d 2 ~CI-PI' Note that d 3 > C 2 -P2. Therefore, we tentatively put C 3 =C 2 -P2 =7, and consider
deferringJ3 andJ 2. Apparently, we have Q3 = (J3,]2},n3 =I,g3 =2a-~ <0, andE[2j =3. However,
~max = C I-P l-e 2= 2, therefore, we defer J 2 and J 3 by 2 units. At this point, the three jobs are processed consecutively. Now we have g3 = 3a-~, and additional deferral is still advantageous. As
E [3] = I, we insert one more unit of machine idle time. The optimal schedule for each subproblem is
depicted in Figure 1.
The algorithm runs in 0 (n 2 ) time. A complete run through the main part ofthe algorithm, Le., steps
2 through 8, takes 0 (n) time: this is needed to identify the set QI, to compute the primitive directional
derivative gl, the values Omax and ~, and to defer the jobs, if necessary. The value ~ is detennined in
o (n) time through a median-finding technique; see Abo, Hopcroft, and Ullman (1982). After each run
through the main part of the algorithm, a gap between two successive jobs is closed. As at most n-2
such gaps exist, the algorithm runs in O(n 2) time. For the case 2a=~, Le., for the problem
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Table 1. Data for the example.

J1
J2
I

0

I

2

II

4

J3
I

6

I

8

I
I
I

10

Jl
J1

h
I

12

I

14

I

I

16

I

18

Figure 1. Schedules for the example.

111 !:.(Ej+Tj), Garey, Tatjan, and Wilfong (1988) show that the idle time insertion procedure can be
implemented to run in 0 (nlog n) time.
The problem of inserting machine idle time can also be solved by a symmetric procedure starting
with the first job in o. Because ofour specific branching rule, however, we choose to start at the end.
In the remainder, we use the terms sequence and schedule interchangeably. Unless stated otherwise,
o also refers to the optimal schedule for the sequence 0 and to the set ofjobs in the sequence o. From
now on, weletp(o)=!:.JjE aPj.
3. The branch-and-bound algorithm
We adopt a backward sequencing branching rule: a node at level k of the search tree corresponds to a
sequence 1t with k jobs fixed in the last k positions. We assume from now on that the first job in a partial schedule 1t is not started before time p ~1t); this additional restriction, imposed to leave space for
the remaining jobs, is easily incorporated in the idle time insertion algorithm. Let I (1t) denote the
minimal inventory cost for 1t. Let 1(1t) d~note the minimal inventory cost for 1t if the first job may be
started before time p ~1t); the notation 1(1t) is only needed in this section. For any partial schedule 1t,
we have I (1t) ~/(1t).
We employ a depth-first strategy to explore the tree: at each level, we generate the descendant nodes
for only one node at a time. At level k, there are n -k descendant nodes: one for each unscheduled job.
The completion times for the jobs in 1t are only temporary. Branching from anode that corresponds to
1t, we add some job Jj leading to the sequence Jj1t. Subsequently, we determine the associated optimal
schedule for Jj 1t, and possibly defer some jobs in 1t. We branch from the nodes in order of nonincreasing due dates of the associated jobs. Before entering the search tree, we determine an upper
bound on the optimal solution value. We use the optimal schedule corresponding to the minimum
slack time sequence as an initial solution, and try to reduce its cost by pairwise adjacent interchanges.
A node is discarded if its associated partial schedule 1t cannot lead to a complete schedule with cost
less than UB; UB denotes the currently best solution value. Let LB ~1t) be some lower bound on the
minimal cost of scheduling the jobs in the set }-1t. Obviously, we discard a node if

6
f(Tt)+LB (J-Tt)~ VB. The following rule is usually overlooked. Let g (0lt02) be a lower bound on the
cost for scheduling the jobs in 0t given the final partial schedule 02.

Theorem 2. The partial schedule Tt can be discarded if there exists a Jj E J-Tt for which
f(JjTt) + g (J-Tt-Jj, Tt) ~ VB.

Proof. Consider a complete sequence 0 that has Tt as final subsequence. Thus, 0 can be written as
0=TttJjTt2Tt. Accordingly, we have
f (0)= f

(TttJjTt2Tt)~f(JjTt)+ g (TttTt2' Tt)~ VB.

0

It is essential that g (J-Tt-Jj,Tt) depends only on Tt and not on JjTt, and that we use f(JjTt) instead of
f (JjTt). We derive two corollaries from Theorem 2.
Corollary I.lffor a given partial schedule Tt, we have that!(JjJkTt) + g (J-Tt-JrJk ,Tt) ~ VB for some
JjE J-TtandJkE J-Tt, then J k precedes Jj in any complete schedule OTtwithf (OTt) < VB. 0
Corollary 2. The parti:!.! schedu.!..e Tt can be discarded if two jobs JjE J-Tt and JkE J-Tt exist with
0

g(J-Tt-JrJk.oTt)+min{f(JjJkTt),f(J~jTt)}~ VB.

'*

If a partial schedule Tt* Tt exists comprising the same jobs as Tt and having f (OTt*) S:f (OTt) for a.1'1y
sequence 0 for the remaining n-kjobs, then we can also discard Tt. Iff (07t*) <f (OTt) for some 0,
then Tt is dominated by Tt*. Iff (OTt*) = f (OTt) for every 0, then we discard either Tt* or Tt. The dominance condition above can be narrowed by the requirement that f (Tt*) S:f (Tt) and that the circumstances to add the remaining n -k jobs to Tt* are at least as good as the circumstances to add the
remaining jobs to Tt. The question whether such a sequence Tt* exists is of course 9{f-complete. We
strive therefore to identify sufficient conditions to discard Tt. The temporary nature of the job completion times for Tt complicates the achievement ofthis goal. We have to be careful with dominance conditions that are based on interchange arguments: the conditions must remain valid if the jobs in Tt are

deferred.
Suppose that the jobs in Tt have been reindexed in order of increasing completion times. In each of
the following theorems, stating the dominance rules, the sequence Tt* is obtained from Tt by swapping
two jobs, say, Jj and Jt . We do not compute the optimal completion times for the sequence Tt*.
Instead, we determine the job completion times for the sequence Tt* as follows. Let Cj and Cj * be the
completion time oUi in the schedule Tt and Tt*, respectively. Then we let
C i * =Cj ,

for i = 1, ... ,j -1, i = k +1, ... , ITt I,

C i* =Ci-Pj+Pt, for i = j+l, ... ,k-l,
Ck* =CrPj+Pt,
C/=Ck .

Let F(Tt*) be the cost associated with the completion times Cj*, for i=I, ... , ITtI. Hence,
F (Tt*) ~f (Tt*). To validate the following dominance rules, we must verify thatf (Tt) ~ (Tt*), even if
the jobs are deferred. Due to the relation between Tt and Tt*, this comes down to verifying that for each
set ofnonnegative values /)"j (i = 1, ... , n)
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k

k

k

k

i=j

i=j

i=j

i=j

aLCi+~Lmax{0,di-ei-6d~aLCi*+~Lmax{0,di-ei*-6d.

(1)

We start with a straightforward result.

Theorem 3. There is an optimal schedule with J j preceding Jk ifPj = Pk and dj ~ dk. 0
Theorem 4. The partial sequence x can be discarded if there are two jobs Jj and Jk with
Ck =Cj+I.f=j+1Pi/orwhich
Pj>Pko and
k

k

i=j

i=j+l

aLCi+~ L

k

k

i=j

i=j+l

max{O,di-edaLCi*+~ L

(2)

max{O,di-ei*}.

Proof. As there is no idle time between the jobs in the block that begins with Jj and ends with J ko the
idle time insertion algorithm will defer all jobs in this block by the same amount of time 6. Define
c (6) as the change ofcost due to the interchange, after deferring the jobs by 6 ~ 0; Le.,

k
k
k
k
c (6) = a L Ci + ~ L max {O,di-ei-6}-aL Ci*-~ L max {0,di-ei*-6}.
i=j
i=j
i=j
i=j
We prove that c (6) ~ 0 for all 6 ~ O. From condition (2), it follows immediately that c (0) ~ O. Furthermore, Cj < Cj* implies max {O,dj-er 6} ~ max{O,dj -ej*-6} for all 6~; Ci > Ci* for
i = j+1, ... , kimplies max{0,di-ei-6}-max{0,di-ei*-6}~max{0,di-ed-max{0,di-ei*}
for all
~. Combining the inequalities, we get the desired result. 0
The possible increase of Ej is excluded here. The following theorem shows that in case no idle time
exists between two adjacent jobs, then dominance already exists ifcondition (1) is satisfied for 6 O.

=

TheoremS. The partial sequence x can be discarded if there are twojobsJj andJk with Ck=Cj+Pk
jorwhich

and
a(pj-Pk)+~max{O,dj-ej} +~max{O,dk-ek} ~

~ max {O,dj-ek } + ~ max {O,dk-ek+Pj}.

(3)

Proof. Define c (6) as the change ofcost due to the interchange, after deferring the jobs by 6~ 0; Le.,
c(6)=a(Pj-Pk)+~max{0,dj-er6} -~max{0,dj-ek-6}

~max{0,dk-ek-6} -~max{0,dk-ek+Pr6}.

+
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We need to show that condition (3), stating that c (0) > 0, implies c (~) ~ 0 for all ~ ~ O. Note that a < ~
implies that at least one due date is smaller than Ck; otherwise, condition (3) is not valid.
The expression c (~) has three components. The first component is a(PrPk); it is a constant. The
second component is ~ max {O,drCrM - ~ max {O, drCk-~}; it is a piecewise linear function of ~.
The function value is ~P k if dj ~ Ck+~' and 0 if d j ~ Cj+~' If Ck+~ > d j ~ Cj+~, then the gradient is -1.
The third component is ~max{O,dCCk-~} - ~max{O,dk-ek+Pr~}; it is also a piecewise linear
function of ~. The function value is -~Pj if dk ~ Ck+~' and 0 for dk ~ Ck-Pj+~. The gradient is 1 if
Ck+~ > d/c ~ Ck-Pj+~. Combining the three components yields a piecewise linear function whose
behavior depends on the due dates. We now make the following observations. First, c (~) >0 if
~~dk-ek+Pj. Second, if c(t) > 0 for some t ~d/c-e/ct then c(~) > 0 for all ~~t. As at least one due
date is smaller than C/ct the second observation implies that, if d/c ~ d j , then c (~) >0 for all ~ ~ O.
The only case left to consider is d j <d/c and O~~~d/c-Ck' Then, we have
c(~)=a(PrP/c)-~Pj+~max{O,dj-CrM.
As dj-er~~dj-ej= dj-Ck+Pk~P/c, we get
c (0) ~ (a-~)(prP/c) ~ 0, which contradicts the assumption. This completes the proof. 0
In Corollary 3, explicit conditions for the existence of dominance are derived from Theorem 5. This

corollary is referred to when lower bounds are discussed in Section 4.
Corollary 3. The partial sequence 1t can be discarded if there are two jobs Jj andJ/c with C/c=Cj+P/c
such that
Pj > PIc,
and one ofthefollowing conditions is satisfied:
C/c-Pj~d/ct

C/c-Pj < db C/c ~ dba(PrP/c) ~ ~(d/c-C/c+pj)'
Ck-Pj < d/ct C k < d/c,a(PrP/c) ~ ~Pj'
C/c-Pj <dk' Ck~d/c, a(pj-p/c)~~(d/c-drPk+Pj). 0

o

Theorem 6. The partial sequence 1t with Jk scheduled last is dominated if there is a J j such that
Pj >P/ct andCrPj+Pk~dk'

Proof. Let 1t=1t1Jj1t2J/c and 1t* =1t1J/c1t2Jj. We compute the effect of the interchange on the schedul- .
ing cost Since J/c is the last job in the optimal schedule 1t, we have C/c ~ dk' In addition, we know
Cj* =max{dj,C/c-p/c+Pj} and C k* =CrPj+p/c~d/c. First, suppose Cj * =dj . The effect of the interchange is then equal to
a(Cj+Cr-(CrPj+p/c)-dj)+~(dj-ej)~ a(Ck+PrPk-dj)+a(dj-ej ) > 0,

as C/c-P/c ~ Cj . Second, suppose that Cj* =C/c-P/c+Pj. The effect ofthe interchange is then equal to
a[Cj+Ck-(C/c-P/c+Pj)-{CrPj+Pk)]+~max{O,dj-Cj}~O.

The effect remains non-negative if the jobs are deferred. 0
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Theorem 7. There is an optimal schedule in which J k is not scheduled in the last position, if there is
some Jj with Pj > Pk and drPj ~ dk-Pk'

Proof. We let 7t=7ttJj7t2Jk and 7t* =7ttJk7t2Jj and compute the effect of the interchange. We have
Ck~dk and Ck-Pk~Cj; in addition, we define here C/ =max{dj,Ck-Pk+Pj}. The effect of the interchange has to be non-negative; we therefore have to prove that
(4)

First, we examine the case Cj * =Ck-Pk+Pj' Expression (4) is then equivalentto
~max{O,drCj} ~~max{O,dk-Pk+PrCj}'

which is true for any Cj since drPj ~dk-Pk' Second, consider the case Cj * =dj . This implies dj > Cj ,
since d j ~ Ck-Pk+Pj > CrPk+Pj > Cj . Hence, expression (4) is equivalent to
aCk+~(drCj)~a(Pk-pj+dj)+~max{O,dk-Pk+PrCj}.

Suppose max {O,dk-Pk+Pj-ej }=dk-Pk+Pj -Cj . We must then verify that
aCk+~j~a(drPj+Pk)+~(dk-Pk+Pj)·

As Ck ~ d k , we only need to prove that

o~ (a-~)[(drPj)-(dk-Pk)];
this expression is true since ~> a and drPj~dcPk' Conversely, supposemax{O,dk-Pk+Pj-ej }=0.
Since aCk + ~(dj-ej) ~ a(Ck +dj-ej) ~ a(Pk+dj) > a(Pk-pj+dj), expression (4) is also true for this
case. 0
Corollary 4. There is an optimal schedule in whichJj is scheduled last ifpj ~Pk and drPj ~ dk-Pk for
eachJkE J. 0
4. Lower bounds
In this section, we present five lower bound procedures. It seems to be impossible to develop a lower

bound procedure that copes satisfactorily with all conceivable due date patterns. For example, imagine an instance with due dates small with respect to the sum of the processing times; little idle time
needs then to be inserted. In contrast, consider an instance with d k I.j=l Pj for each Jt ; the machine
will then be idle for some time before processing the first job. Numerous variations and combinations
ofboth patterns are possible.
Each of the lower bound methods is effective for a specific class of instances. Nonetheless, we use
them supplementary rather than complementary. We partition the job set J into subsets, apply each
lower bound method to each subset, and aggregate the best lOwer bounds. In this way, we hope to
obtain a lower bound that is stronger than the separate lower bounds obtained for the entire set J. The
success ofthis strategy depends on the partitioning strategy. The jobs in a subset should be conflicting,
that is, they should overlap when completed at their due date. If they are not, then we get the weak
lower bound aI.j=l dj • In this sense, we prefer subsets such that the executions ofthe jobs in the same
subset interfere with each other, but not with the execution ofthe jobs in the other subsets. We propose
two partitioning strategies that pursue this effect
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The first strategy is motivated by the structure of any optimal schedule. The jobs that are consecutively processed between two periods ofidle time interfere with each other, but not with the otherjobs.
Such a partitioning is hard to obtain. To mimic such a partitioning, we identify clusters. A cluster is a
set ofjobs such that for eachjob Jj in the cluster there is anotherjobJk in the cluster such that the intervals [drPj' dj ] and [dk-Pk' dk] overlap; hence, for eachjob in the cluster there exists a conflict with at
least one other job in the cluster. However, clusters may interfere with each other in any optimal
schedule.
The second strategy is the following. Given a partial schedule x, we try to identify the jobs not in x
that will be early in any optimal complete schedule of the form ox. We call these jobs surely early.
The idea is to derive an upper bound T on the completion times of the unscheduled jobs; accordingly,
JjE J-x is surely early if dj > T. For instance, let g be the primitive directional derivative for deferring
the first job in x by one unit. Suppose that IJ-x I (~) S; g. The current set ofcompletion times for the
jobs in x is then optimal for any schedule ox; an upper bound Tis then the start time of the first job in
x. Other upper bounds are derived from the dominance rules. Suppose Jj and Jk are adjacent in x with
Pj >Pk and J j preceding J k. (It is not necessary that Ck=Cj+Pk.) The first condition of Corollary 3
indicates that x is dominated if Ck ~ dk+pj; hence, an upper bound is given by dk+pr l-L l; Eft, C;SC, Pi.
From the other criteria in Corollary 3 and from Theorem 7, similar upper bounds are derived. They can
also be derived from Theorem 4, but this requires an intricate procedure. Finally, we set T equal to the
minimum of all upper bounds. If no upper bound is specified, then we let T =00.
4.1. First method: relax the objectivefunction
Let 'E denote the set ofsurely early jobs; let ~be the set ofremaining jobs. Observe that

min crE nf(o)~mincrE

n..

~ aCj+min crE
ljE ~

n.:

~ [aCj+~Ej]'
ljE X

where .o~ and .ox denote the set offeasible schedules for the jobs in ~and 'E. The problem ofminimizing LljE x [aCj+~Ej] is solvable in polynomial time; we have Ej=drCj for each Jj E 'E, and hence,
the scheduling cost reduces to LljE x [(a-~)Cj + ~j]. Applying an analogon of Smith's rule (Smith,
1956), we minimize this cost component by scheduling the jobs in 'E in the interval [T-P ('E),T] in
order of non-increasing processing times; the correctness of this rule is easily verified by an interchange argument The other subproblem is solved by Smith's rule: simply schedule the jobs in ~in
non-decreasing order oftheir processing times in the interval [O,p (1()]. In the example, 'E= 0, and the
lower bound is 21 a.
A slight improvement of the lower bound is possible. Let E max * be the minimum maximum earliness for the jobs in ~if they are processed in the interval [O,p (1()]. We compute E max * from the
minimum-slack-time sequence, that is, the sequence in which the jobs appear in order of nondecreasing values drPj. Avoiding E max * requires at least E max * units of machine idle time. The
lower bound can therefore be improved by aE max *. If we have stored the shortest-processing-time
sequence and the minimum-slack-time sequence, then we compute this lower bound in 0 (n) time per
node. In the example, we have E max * =4; hence, the lower bound is 25a. This lower bound approach
can only be applied in conjunction with Theorem 2 if 'E= 0.
Since all jobs in ~are scheduled in the interval [O,p (1()], and since only one early job in ~is taken
into account, this lower bound is only effective ifthe due dates are small relative to the sum ofthe processing times.
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4.2. Second method: relax the machine capacity
Recall that we write the objective function alternatively asf (a) = (!3-a)Lj=1 E j +<if.j=1 Tj +aLj=1 dj
for each a e n. Since the job earlinesses and tardinesses are non-negative by definition. we have that
f(ar~.aLj=1 djforeachae n.
We gain more insight if we derive this bound in the following way. Suppose that the machine can
process an infinite number ofjobs at the same time; this is a relaxation of the limited capacity of the
machine. As a. <~. the optimal schedule has Cj=dj for each Jj; this gives rise to the lower bound
aLj=1 dj . If no jobs overlap in their execution. then this schedule is feasible and hence optimal for the
original problem. For the example. this relaxation gives the lower bound 350.. The corresponding
schedule is not feasible: J 2 and J 3 overlap in their execution (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Gantt chart for machine with infinite capacity.
This conflict can be settled by executingh beforeh. or. conversely. h before J3' If we intend to
schedule J 2 after J 3. then we have basically two options: we retain either the completion time of] 3 or
the completion time of J 2. For the first option. the additional cost is 30.; for the second option. the
additional cost is 3(!3-a). Executing J 2 after J 3 costs therefore at least 31 extra. where
1=min{ a..!3-a}. Similarly. we find that executing h after h costs 61 extra. Hence. the minimum
additional cost required to settle the overlap is min{31. 61} =31. Accordingly. an improved lower
bound is 380..
We now describe a general procedure to improve the lower bound aLj=1 dj by taking the overlap
between jobs into consideration. Overlap of Jj and J k (J/:l:Jk) occurs if the intervals [drpj.dj ] and
[dk-Pk.dk] overlap. Let cjk=1max{0. dr(dk-Pk)} denote the additional cost to execute J j immediately beforeJk; let a(i)= j denote thatJj occupies the ith position in the sequence a. For any optimal
schedule a. we have thatf(a)~aLj=1 dj+Lj;1 CO (j)o(j+l); the last term is the length of the Hamiltonian path a(1)'" a(n). The following procedure shows that the Hamiltonian path problem is solvable in 0 (nlog n) time.
Partition the set ofjobs into a set ofclusters Q 1••••• Qm as described above. Let HP1 be the shortest
QI.
and
let
c(HP1)
denote
its length.
We have
Hamiltonian
path
for
c(HP1)=y(p(QI)-maxJj,l,eQ,kt:JjCjk). for each I (l=I ..... m). We have also Lj;lc1t(j}1t(j+l)~
L~1 C (HP1) for any sequence 1t. as can be easily verified. The individual Hamiltonian paths can be
combined into one Hamiltonian path of length no more than the sum of the lengths of the separate
paths.
4.3. Third method: relax the due dates

4.3.1. The common due date problem
Suppose the due dates have been replaced by a due date d common to all jobs. Consider the following
common due dateproblem: for a given d. determine a schedule that minimizes
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n
n
n
(~)LEj+aLTj+and-~L max{O,d-dj }.

j=l

j=l

(CD)

j=l

For any d, the optimal solution value is alower bound for the original problem, since
n

n

!(G)=aL Cj+~L max{O,drCj}
j=l
j=l
n
n
n
~aL Cj+~L max{O,d-Cj } -~L

j=l

j=l

max{O,d-dj}

j=l

n

n

j=l

j=l

n

=(~)L Ej+aL Tj+and-~Lmax{O,d-dj)'

j=l .

There are two issues involved: (i) how to solve problem (CD)?, and (ii) how to find the value d maximizing the lower bound?
Problem (CD) consists of two parts. The first part is the problem of minimizing
(~)~j=l Ej + ~j=l Tj . If the machine is only available from time onwards and if d is given, then
this problem is ~-hard (Hall, Kubiak, and Sethi, 1991; Hoogeveen and Van de Vehle, 1991). However, a strong lower bound L (d) is derived by applying Lagrangian relaxation (see Hoogeveen, Oosterhout, and Van de Velde, 1990). The second part is the problem of maximizing the function
G : d -+ and - ~~j=l max{O, d -dj }; this problem is solvable in polynomial time. Rather than solving
problem (CD) to optimality and finding the best d, we maximize the lower bound L (d)+G (d) over d.
First, we derive the best Lagrangian lower bound L (d) for a given d. The derivation proceeds
without details; we refer to Hoogeveen, Oosterhout, and van de Velde (1990) for an elaborate treatment. Let 'E denote the set ofjobs that are not tardy. Since the machine is only available from time
onwards, we have the condition that p ('E) ~ d. We dualize this condition by use ofthe Lagrangian multiplier ').. ~ 0. For a given ').. ~ 0, the Lagrangian problem is then to find L (d, ')..), which is the minimum of

°

°

(~)~j=l Ej+~j=l Tj+Ap('E)-Ad.

The Lagrangian problem is solvable in polynomial time by Emmons's matching algorithm (Emmons,
1987), which proceeds by the concept of positional weights. Straightforward arguments show that
there exists an optimal schedule with some job completed exactly on its due date. The weights for the
early positions are then').., A+(~), A+2(!>-a), ... ,A+(n-l)(~);the smallest weight is for the first
position in the schedule. The weights for the tardy positions are a, 2a, ... , na; the smallest weight is
for the last position in the schedule. Emmons's matching algorithm assigns the job with the jth largest
processing time to the position with the jth smallest weight, for j =1, ... ,n. Ties are settled to minimize the amount of work before d. Let Gi.. be the optimal schedule for the Lagrangian problem, and let
W (Gi..) be the amount ofwork before din Gi...
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The best Lagrangian lower bound L (d) is found as
L(d)=max{ L(d,A) I A~O}.

Due to the integrality of a and ~, the optimization over A~ 0 may be reduced to the optimization over
AE No. The optimal choice for Acan be shown to be such that W (0"'-1) > d ~ W (0",); this choice gives
us the Lagrangian lowerbound L (d).
We are now able to characterize the function L : d ~ L (d). The function L is continuous and piecewise linear; the value L (d) depends on d only through the choice for A. Hence, there are at most
min{n 2 , na} breakpoints: they correspond to the values d= W(o",), for A=O,l, ... , na. The derivative of the trade-off curve between two consecutive breakpoints, the first corresponding to W (0",), is
equal to-A.
The function G: d~ and -~~j=l max {O,d-dj } is also continuous and piecewise linear; the breakpoints correspond to the values d = dj , for j = I, ... , n. The lower bound L (d)+G (d) is therefore also
continuous and piecewise linear in d; the value d maximizing this lower bound is found at a breakpoint.
For any given d, L (d) is determined in 0 (nlog n) time. The function L has 0 (min{n 2 ,n a}) breakpoints; the corresponding values are computed in 0 (n 2 ) time. (Every new breakpoint is derived from
the previous one by interchanging some jobs, which requires only constant time, and only 0 (n 2 )
interchanges are needed to find all breakpoints.) The function G has 0 (n) breakpoints. Hence, maximizingL (d)+G (d) overdis achieved in 0 (n 2 ) time.
In our 3-job example, we have d = to. For the positions after d. the weights are 1,2. and 3; for the
positions before d. the weights are 0, 3, and 6. An optimal schedule is depicted in Figure 3. Its objective value is 39a; this happens to be the optimal solution value for the original problem.
___
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Figure 3. Optimal schedule for the common due date problem.
In a node of the search tree, there are two ways to implement this lower bound procedure. Let

x = Xl X2 be the partial schedule associated with the node. Disregarding x, we get the lower bound
/ (x) +c (J-x), where c (J-x) denotes the optimal solution value for the common due date problem for
the jobs in :J-x. However, if Xl and the optimal schedule for the common due date problem overlap in
their execution, then it makes sense to take Xl into regard. We do this in the following way. First of all,
we require that d is common to each Jj X2. Subsequently, we solve the common due date problem
under the condition that the jobs in Xl retain their positions. Given the set of positions, it is easy to
construct an optimal schedule: assign the jobs in Xl to the last IXI I positions, and assign the otherjobs
to the remaining positions according to Emmons's algorithm. Lemma 1 states that we may use the
same set ofpositions as for the case Xl =0.
Lemma 1. The optimal schedule/or the common due date problem with the last IXI I jobs fixed occupies the npositionswith leastpositionaiweights. where n =n-lx21.
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that the optimal schedule a for the jobs Jj 1t2 does not occupy the n
positions with least positional weights. Let n I jobs in a be early orjust-in-time and let n2 = n-n I jobs
in a be tardy. Suppose the set of optimal weights corresponds to nI positions before d, and to
n2 =n-nl positions afterd. Suppose nl < nl' We then transfer the job occupying the n2th tardyposition in a (the first tardy job) to the (n I + I)th early position. The latter position is in the optimal set; the
former is not. Hence, this transfer reduces the objective value, thereby contradicting the optimality of
a. If n I > n1> then a similar argument applies. 0
The common due date lower bound can only be used in conjunction with Theorem 2 if the lower
bound is independent from the partial sequence j1t. It is effective if the due dates are close to each
other.

4.3.2. The common slack time problem
Consider the special case of the 11 I <U:Cj+13!Ej problem where all jobs have equal slack time s; i.e.,
dj - Pj = s for each J j U = 1, ... , n). This problem has the same features as the common due date problem. The best Lagrangian lower bound is also computed in 0 (nmin{a, n }) time; there are the same
options to implement the lower bound. The common slack time lower bound is effective if all slack
times are close to each other.
4.4. Fourth method: relax the processing times
Again, we consider a special case of the 11 I oI.Cj + 13!Ej problem. Assume that all processing times

are equal. Theorem 3 indicates that the earliest-due-date sequence (i.e., the sequence with the jobs in
order of non-decreasing due dates) is optimal. This special case is solved in 0 (n 2) time, which is
needed to compute the optimal schedule for a given sequence.
Let us return to our original problem. Define P min = minI ~j s; n Pj' The optimal solution value of the
relaxed problem IIPj =Pmin I<U:Cj+13!Ej provides a lower bound for the original problem: each set
ofjob completion times that is feasible for the original problem is also feasible for the relaxed problem
and has equal cost.
Given a partial schedule 1t, let a be the earliest-due-date sequence for the jobs in ~1t, and let g (a) be
the optimal solution value for the relaxed problem. Disregarding 1t, we get the lower bound
f (1t) + g(a). We can marginally improve on this lower bound. Suppose we have reindexed the jobs in
order of non-decreasing due dates. Corollary 4 indicates that Jn is also scheduled last if we put its processing time equal to min{Pn,pmin+dn-dn-I}' An improved lower bound is therefore given by
f (1t)+g (a)+<x [min{ Pn,Pmin+dn-dn- 1 }-PminJ.
If the execution of jobs in a overlap with the execution of jobs in 1t, then it pays to take 1t into
account. The lower bound is then equal to the cost for the sequence a1t with the jobs in4t still having
their original processing times.
Both bounds are computed in O(n 2 ) time and dominate the lower bound oI.J=1 dj . Only the first
version can be used in conjunction with Theorem 2. The common processing time lower bounds are
only effective ifthe processing times are close to each other.
In our 3-job example, wehavepmin =3,d l = 15, andd2 =d3 = 10. An optimal schedule for the common processing time problem is depicted in Figure 4. Its objective value is 39a; this is equal to the
optimal solution value for the original problem.
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Figure 4. Optimal schedule for the common processing time problem.
4.5. Fifth method: Lagrangian relaxation
The problem of minimizing total inventory cost. referred to as problem (P). can be fonnulated as follows. DetenninevaluesCj andEj U= 1•... , n)thatminimize
n

n

ex r, Cj+~ r, E j
j=l
j=l

(P)

subject to
E/20,

for j= 1,

, n,

(5)

E/2dr Cj ,

forj= 1,

, n,

(6)

C/2Ck +Pj OrCk~Cj+Pk' forj, k=I •...• n,j*k,

(7)

Cj-Pj~O.

(8)

forj=l, ...• n.

The conditions (5) and (6) reflect the definition of job earliness, while the conditions (7) ensure that
the machine executes at most one job at a time. The conditions (8) express that the machine is available only from time 0 onwards.
We introduce a non-negative vector A= (AI •... ,An) of Lagrangian multipliers in order to dualize
the conditions (5). For a given vector A~ O. the Lagrangian problem is to detennine the value L (A),
which is the minimum of
n

n

ex r, Cj + r, (~Aj)Ej
j=l
j=l
subject to the conditions (6). (7), and (8). We know that for any given A~O the value L (A) provides a
lower bound to problem (P). If ~Aj <0 for some lj. we get Ej=oo, which disqualifies the lower
bound. We therefore assume that
for j = 1, ... , n.

(9)

This. in tum. implies that. for any solution to the Lagrangian problem. conditions (6) hold with equality: Ej=drCj for each j (j= 1, ... , n). Hence, the Lagrangian problem, referred to as problem (LA.),
transfonns into the problem ofminimizing
n

n

r,(ex-~Aj)Cj+ r, (~Aj)dj

j=l
subject to

j=l
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C/~,Ck+Pj or

Ck ~Cj+Pk' forj, k= 1,

Cj-p/~O,

for j = 1,

,n, j :t:k,

, n.

(7)
(8)

If a-/3+Aj < 0 for some lj, we get Cj = 00, which makes the lower bound rather weak. However, as
demonstrated at the beginning ofSection 4, we can determine an upper bound Ton the job completion

times, which implies that
Cj~T,

forj=l, ... ,n.

(10)

Although the conditions (to) are redundant for the primal problem (P), they are essential to admit
values Aj < ~. For solving problem (L;.) under these additional conditions, we first determine the
sets of jobs 1"= {lj IAj > ~},:T= {lj IAj < ~}, and f= {lj IAj=~}. The following theorem
stipulates that problem (L;.) is solved by a simple extension of Smith's rule (Smith, 1956) for solving
the 11 Ir.wjCj problem; the proofproceeds by an elementary interchange argument.
Theorem 9. Problem (L;.) with the additional conditions (to) is solved by scheduling the jobs in 1" in
non-increasing order ofratios (a-/3+Aj)/Pj in the interval [O,p(f)], and scheduling the jobs in:T in
non-increasing order of ratios (a-/3+Aj )/pj in the interval [T-p if), T]. The remaining jobs can be
scheduled in any order in the interval [P (1"), T-p if)]. 0

We are interested in determining the vector A* = (AI *, ... , An *) of Lagrangian multipliers that
induces the best Lagrangian lower bound. The vector A* stems from solving the Lagrangian dual
problem, referred to as problem (0): maximize
L(A)

(0)

subject to

o~ Aj ~ ~, for j = 1, ... , n.
Problem (0) is solvable to optimality in polynomial time by use ofthe ellipsoid method; see Vande
Velde (1991). Since the ellipsoid method is very slow in practice, we take our resort to an approximation algorithm for problem (0).
First, we identify the primitive directional derivatives. In the solution to the Lagrangian problem
(LA)' the position of lj depends on the ratio (a-/3+Aj)/Pj; we call this ratio the relative weight of lj.
The larger this relative weight, the smaller the completion time of lj. If otherjobs have precisely the
same relative weight as lj' then the exact position of lj is determined by settling ties. Let now Cj(A)
denote the earliest possible completion time of lj in an optimal schedule for problem (LA); let C}(A)
denote the latest possible completion time of lj in an optimal schedule for problem (LA)' If we
increase Aj by E > 0, then we can choose E small enough to make sure that at least one optimal schedule
for problem (LA) remains optimal; for a proof, see Van de Velde (1991). In fact, all such optimal
schedules must have lj completed on time Cj (A). If we increase Aj by such a sufficiently small E > 0,
then the Lagrangian objective value is affected by E(Cj(A)-dj ). The primitive directional derivative
forincreasing Aj' as denoted by lj (A), is therefore simply
lj(A)=Cj(A)-dj' for j=l, . .. ,n.

Hence, if Lj (A) > 0, then increasing Aj is an ascent direction: we get an improved lower bound by moving some scalar step size along this direction. In a similar fashion, we derive that the primitive directional derivative for decreasing Aj' denoted by l} (A), is
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lj(A)=dj-C"j(A), for j=l, . .. ,n.

If lj (A) > 0, then decreasing Aj is an ascent direction. Note that directional derivatives may not exist at

the boundaries of the feasible region of A; for instance, r;(A) is undefined for A= (0, ... ,0), for any
i=l, ... ,m.

Second, we determine an appropriate step size!::J. > 0 to move by along a chosen ascent direction. We
compute the step size that takes us to the first point where the corresponding primitive directional
derivative is no longer positive. If no such point exists, then we choose the step size as large as possible while maintaining feasibility.
Suppose 11(A) > 0: J j is tardy in any optimal schedule for problem (LA.). Increasing Aj' thereby putting J j earlier in the schedule, is an ascent direction. We distinguish the cases Prdj > 0, Prdj=O, and
Prdj <0. Consider the casepj-dj > O. Hence,Jj is unavoidably tardy, and 11(A) > 0 for all A~Owith
Aj <~. Therefore, we take the step size !::J.=!>-Aj. Accordingly, we must also have that Aj* =~; otherwise, increasing Aj* would be an ascent direction. Ifpj=dj , then there exists an optimal solution to
problem (D) with Aj* =~. Find '1'= Vj I Pj~j }. We have proven the following result.
Theorem 10. There exists an optimal solution for the Lagrangian dual problem (D) with Aj* = ~for
E 'T. 0

eachJj

Suppose now Pj < dj . The step size !::J. must satisfy Aj+!::J. ~~. We identify the first job in the schedule,
say,Jko for which Ck-Pk +Pj ~dj' Sincepj <dj , such aJk always exists. IUj is scheduled inJk 's position, then Jj is not tardy. Hence, if there were no upper bound on A, then increasing Aj would be an
ascent direction up to the point where the relative weight of Jj becomes equal to the relative weight of
Jk • Hence, the maximum step size along this ascent direction is the largest value!::J. such that
(<x-~Aj+!::J.)/Pj~(<x-~Ak)/Pk,

and

Aj+!::J.~~.

Let now ~=(Al"'" Aj +l::J., ... , A/I)' Suppose ~j +!::J. < ~j. Since the relative weights for all jobs butJj
have remained the same, optimal solutions for the problems (Li) and (LA.) exist with the same jobs
scheduled before Jk. Now Jj and J k have equal relative weights: in any optimal solution to problem
(Li),Jj can be scheduled beforeJk or after J k. If Jj is scheduled beforeJko thenJj is not tardy; if J j is
scheduled after J k, then Jj is not early. Hence, we have that C1(~)~dj ~ Cj(~); the step size l::J. has
taken us to the first point where the primitive directional derivative for increasing Aj is no longer positive. If~j =~, then the step size has been chosen as large as possible.
Suppose now lj(A) < 0: Jj is early in any optimal schedule for problem (LA). Decreasing Aj' thereby
deferring Jj, is an ascent direction. We distinguish the cases dj > T, dj = T, and dj < T. Consider the
case dj > T; hence, Jj is unavoidably early, and lj(A) > 0 for all Awith Aj > O. Therefore, we choose
the step size as large as possible: l::J.=Aj. Accordingly, we also must have that Aj* =0; otherwise,
decreasing Aj* would be an ascent direction. If dj = T, then there exists an optimal schedule to problem
(D) withAj* =0. Identify'E= {Jj I dj ~T}. We have proven the following result.
Theorem 11. There exists an optimal solution for the Lagrangian dual problem (0) with Aj* = 0 for
eachJj E '£. 0
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Consider now the case dj < T. The procedure to compute the appropriate step size A proceeds in a
similar fashion as above. We identify some J" as the first job in the schedule with C" ~dj' If Jj is
scheduled in J" 's position, thenJj is not early. Hence, ifthere were no lower bound on A., then decreasing A.j would be an ascent direction up to the point where the relative weight ofJj becomes equal to the
relative weight of J Ie. Hence, the maximum step size along this ascent direction is the largest value A
for which
(a-~A.j -A)/Pj ~(a--f}+A.,,)lPIet and
A.rA~O.

Let );:= (1..1 , .•• ,A.j - A, ... ,An). Suppose );:j > O. Since the relative weights for all jobs but Jj have
remained the same, optimal solutions for the problems (Li) and (LA.) exist with the same jobs
scheduled after J". SinceJj andJ" have now equal weights, J j can be scheduled after J" or before J" in
any optimal schedule for problem (L~). IfJj is schedU!.ed after J let ~en J.Js not early; if Jj is scheduled
beforeJ", thenJj is not tardy. Hence, we find that Cj(A.)~dj ~Cj(A.).IfA.j =0, then the step was taken
as large as possible.
Termination ofthe ascent direction procedure occurs at some);: where all existing p~mitive directional derivatives are non-positive. If all primitive directional derivatives exist at such a A., we have
Cj();:) ~ dj ~ Cj();:), for j

=1, ... ,n.

These termination conditions also apply to 1..*, since they are necessary for optimality. They are, however, not sufficient for optimality; hence, termination may occur having);: 1..*, i.e., before finding the
optimal vector of Lagrangian multipliers. Before implementing the ascent direction algorithm, we
make use of this fact to decompose the Lagrangian dual problem (D) into two subproblems. This
decomposition is achieved by partitioning J into four subsets, including the sets t.rand '£ we already
identified.
Consider some job Jj E j-'£ with dj > P (J-'£). If A.j > J3-a, then Jj will be early in any optimal solution to problem (LA)' This means that lj(A.) > 0, and hence we must have that O~A.j* ~ r>-a. The set~
ofjobs that share this property is determined by the following procedure.

*

Partitioning Algorithm 1
Step O. ~f- 0, and reindex the jobs inj-,£ according to non-increasing due dates. Let kf-l.
Step 1. Ifk > n-I '£1 orifd" <p(J-'£-1), then stop. Else ~f- ~u {J,,}.
Step 2. Setkf-k+l; go to Step 1.

Suppose somejobJj E ~exists withdj > T-P ('£). If we let A.j =J3-a, then Cj(A.) < dj ; hence, decreasing A.j is an ascent direction. Decreasing A.j gives (a-~A.j)lp j < 0, as a result ofwhich the execution of
Jj interferes with the execution of the jobs in 'E. We now partition the set ~into subsets ~I and 'h
(~= ~I U ~2) such that dj ~ T -p ('£U 'h) for each Jj E ~I' and such that dj > T -p ('£ U 'h) for each
Jj E ~2' To achieve this, we use the following partitioning procedure; it is similar to the first one.
Partitioning Algorithm 2
Step O. Put 'h f- 0, let P f- T -p ('£), and reindex the jobs in ~according to non-increasing due dates.
Letkf-l.
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Step 1. If k> 11'1, then stop. If dk~P, then let 1'1 ~ {Ito ... ,J 111}' and stop. Otherwise,
.r2~.r2 U {Ik}, and setP ~P-Pk'
Step 2. Setk~k+1; go to Step 1.

Theorem 12. For eachJj E 1'1, we have that A.j* = [3-a.
Proof. Since we have P (tfu 90 ~ dj

~ T -p ('EU 1'2), the result follows.

0

At this stage, we can decompose the Lagrangian dual problem (0) into two subproblems. Since
(a-~A./ )/pj 0 for each Jj E 1'1' the jobs in 1'1 do not interfere with the execution of the otherjobs.
However, tfand 1<,interfere with each other, and 'E and !h interfere with each other. On the one hand,
we have the dual problem restricted to the sets tfand 9(; on the other hand, we have the dual problem
restricted to the sets 1'2 and '£. In each optimal schedule for problem (0), the jobs in tfand 1<,are
scheduled in the interval [O,p (tfu 90], and the jobs in l' and 'E are scheduled in the interval
[T-p('EU !h),T]. We give step-wise descriptions of the ascent direction algorithms for these two
subproblems. Both are based upon the primitive directional derivatives and the step sizes we discussed earlier. The jobs in 1'1 are scheduled somewhere in the interval [p ('Tu 9O,T-p('EU !h)]; they
are left out of consideration. We introduce some new notation. Let (LfU'l) and (L~U 1"2) denote the
Lagrangian problem restricted to the set 1<,u tfand to the set 'EU 1'2; letL ~U'T(A.) andL ~u 1"2 (A.) denote
their optimal solution values.

=

Nm1t DiredimAipittmfcrtlESd. 'Tu 1<,
Step O. For each J j E 'I; set A.j ~ A./ =~; for each J j E ~ set A.j ~ ~. Solve (LfU'T), settling ties arbitrarily; compute the job completion times.
Step 1. For each Jj E ~ do the following:
(a) If Cj(A.) <dj , identify Jk as the first job in the schedule with C k ~dj' Compute the largest value ll.
such that
(a-~A.rll.)/Pj ~(a-~A.k)/Pto and

(11)

A.rll. ~ [3-a.

(12)

Decrease A.j by ll., reposition Jj according to its new relative weight, and update the job completion
times.
(b) If Cj(A.) > d j , identify Jk that is the first job in the schedule with Ck-Pk+Pj ~ d j . Compute the largest value for ll. such that
(a-~A.j+ll.)/pj=(a-~A.k)/Pk' and

A.j + ll. ~~.

Increase A.j by ll., reposition Jj according to its new relative weight, and update the job completion
times.
Step 2. If no multiplier adjustment has taken place, then compute L ~u 'T(A.) and stop. Otherwise, go to
Step 1.
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Theorem 13. The procedure described above generates a series ofmonotonically increasing values
L '1(U 'l'(A.).

Proof. First, consider some Jj E ~with CjO·.) < dj : decreasing Aj is an ascent direction. For brevity,
we let J.1j = a-j3+Aj for each j (j = 1, ... , I ~u 'I1). We reindex the jobs in order of non-increasing
values Ilj!Pj, settling all ties arbitrarily except for J j : we give Jj the largest index possible. Accordingly, we obtain the sequence (J I, ... , J I '1(u'1l ), which is optimal for problem (l,fU'1), with job completion times C 1,"" C l'1(u'1l' We note that Cj = Cj(A). LetL\ be the step size computed as prescribed
in the ascent direction algorithm, and let ~= (AI,' .. , ArL\I' ... , AI '1(U'1l).
We distinguish the case that condition (11) holds with equality from the case that condition (12)
holds with equality. Consider the first case; accordingly let J/c be the job specified in the ascent direcIn
more
detail,
the
sequence
under
consideration
is
tion
procedure.
(J I,
,Jj-I ,Jj,Jj+l, . .. ,1"-1 ,J/c,J/C+I,' . . ,J I '1(u'1l); an optimal sequence forproblem (L~U'T) is then
(J 1,
,Jj-l,Jj+l, ... ,J/c,Jj,J"+I, ... ,J l'1(U'1l)' The job completion times for the latter sequence can
conveniently be expressed in terms of C I, ... , C I '1(u'1l . We now prove that L '1(U'T(~) > L'1(U'T(A). We
have
_ j-l
,,/c
l'1(u'1l
l'1(u'1l
L'1(U'T(A)=LJ.1i C i+(llrL\)(Cj(A)+ L Pi)+ L J.1i(Ci-Pj)+ L lliCi+ L (~Ai)di+L\dj
i=1
i=j+l
i=j+l
i=lc+1
i=1

/c"

"

=L'1(U'T(A)-Pj L lli+llj L Pi-L\(Cj(A)+ L pi-dj )
i=j+1
i=j+1
i=j+l
Ie-I
Ie-I
Ie-I
=L(A)-Pj L J.1i +J.1j L Pi-L\(Cj(A)+ L p i -dj )+(J.1rL\)PIe-Pjll/c·
i=j+l
i=j+l
i=j+1

Note that (IlrL\)IPj = J.1leIPIe; hence, we have (J.1rL\)PIe -Pjllle =0. This implies that

Since ~>Cj(A)+r.r;:]+IPi' Ilj!Pj>J.1;1Pi for each i (i=j+I, ... ,k-l), and L\>O, we have that
L '1(U'T(A) > L'1(u 'T(A).

Now assume that the condition (12) holds with equality and the condition (11) does not:
L\ = a-j3+Aj' This implies that J j will now be placed after some job J h, with j S h < k. For this case, the
second sequence is (Jl> ... ,Jj-IJj+l> ... ,Jh,Jj,Jh+l> ... ,JIe,.",]!'1(U'1l)' We perform a similar
analysis as above to obtain
_
h
h
h
L'1(U'T(A)=L'1(U'T(A)-Pj L J.1i +Ilj L Pi-L\(Cj(A)+ L pi-dj )
i=j+1
i=j+l
i=j+1
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=L~U'I,<,)..)+pj

i

i=j+l

[PlJ.l/Pj-J.l/Pi~ -6(Cj(A)+

i

Pi-dj)'

i=j+l

At this point, similar arguments as before apply to show that L ~U 'T(~) > L ~U 'T(A).
Second, consider the case that Cj (A) > dj for some lj E 1(; increasing Aj is an ascent direction. Let 6
be the desired step size, computed as described in the ascent direction algorithm. The proof to show
that L ~U'T(Alo'" ,Aj+6, ... ,AI ~U'1l) > L ~U'T(Al' ... ,Aj'" ., AI~u'1l) follows the same lines as
above. 0
AmD: DiredimAipitbnfmlESft ~2 u 'E
Step O. Set Aj f-j3--a for each lj E !f2, and Aj f- Aj* =0 for each lj E 'E. Solve (LfU 1'1), settling ties
arbitrarily; compute the job completion times.
Step 1. Foreachlj E ~2' do the following:
(a) If Cj(A) <dj , identify lk as the first job in the schedule with Ck~dj. Compute the largest value 6

such that
(a-!3+Ar6 )lpj ~ (a-!3+Ak)IPko and
6~Aj.

Decrease Aj by 6, reposition lj according to its new relative weight, and update the job completion
times.
(b) If Cj(A) > dj , identify lk that is the first job in the schedule with Ck ~dj+Pk-Pj' Compute the largest value for 6 such that
(a-!3+Aj+6)lpj=(a-!3+Ak)lPk, and

Aj +6 ~ j3--a.
Increase Aj by 6, reposition lj according to its new relative weight, and update the job completion
times.
Step 2. If no multiplier adjustment has taken place, then compute L ~U 'T(~) and stop. Otherwise, go to
Step 1.
Theorem 14. The procedure described above generates a series ofmonotonically increasing values
L~U'T(~).

Proof. The proofproceeds along the same lines as the proofofTheorem 13. 0
For each ljE J-~1, let Cj and Aj denote the completion time and the Lagrangian multiplier upon termination of the appropriate ascent direction algorithm. We note that ~j =~j for each ljE 'T, ~j =j3--a
for each lj E ~1' and ~j =0 for each ljE 'E. Hence, the overall Lagrangian lower bound is given by

L(~)= L

aCj+

~'T

L

~~

adj+ L
~£

[(a-~)Cj+j3dj] + L [(a-!3+~)Cr(~~j)dj]
~~fi
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5. Computational results
The algorithm was coded in the computer language C; the experiments were conducted on a
Compaq-386/20 Personal Computer. The algorithm was tested on instances with 8, 10, 12, 15, and 25
jobs. The processing times were generated from the uniform distribution [10,100]. The due dates were
generated from the uniform distribution [P(1-T-R/2),P(1-T+R/2)], where P =I.j=lPj and where
R and T are parameters. For both parameters, we considered the values 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. This
procedure to generate due dates parallels the procedure described by Potts and Van Wassenhove
(1985) for the weighted tardiness problem. For each combination of T, P, and n, we generated 5
instances. Each instance was considered with a= 1and with ~ running from 2 to 5.
The general impression was that instances become difficult with smaller values of T, with smaller
values of R, and with smaller values of~. A small value of Tinduces relative large due dates, implying
that the machine will be idle for some time before processing the first job. A small value of R induces
due dates that are close to each other; it is then harder to panition the jobs. A large value of ~ implies
that earliness is severely penalized; most jobs will therefore be tardy. Accordingly, the instances with
T :::{).2, R :::{).2, and ~ =5 are the hardest; the instances with T =1.0, R =1.0, and ~ =2 are the easiest
Table 2 exhibits a summary of our computational results; we only report the results forthe instances
with T and R equal. It shows that instances with up to 10 jobs are easy. For n=12, the instances with
T=R:::{).2 require already considerable effort. For n=20, only the choice T=R=1.0 induces instances
that are solvable within reasonable time limits. It is likely, however, that the performance of the algorithm is considerably enhanced by fine-tuning the algorithm to specific instances. Currently, all lower
bounds are computed in each node of the tree; Lagrangian relaxation, for instance, is useless for
instances with T=R :::{).2.
6. Conclusions
Although machine idle time is a practical instrument to reduce inventory cost, a considerable lack of
theoretical analysis of related machine scheduling problems exists. Within this context, we have
addressed the 111 aI.Cj+~I.Ej problem for the case that a <~. It is a very difficult problem from a
practical point ofview~
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